ELEVATION

FIN. FLOOR

SWING HOLLOW
MEATAL

AUTOMATIC DOOR

OTHERS AND FRAMES BY WOOD DOORS

CONTROLS BY ELECTRIC CONTRACTOR:

ISO-AC 60Hz 1.5A

STANDARD FINISH: CLEAR ANODIZE DARK BRONZE

HUNTER ACCESS TECHNOLOGIES INC.

NOTE:

AUTOMATIC SWINGING DOOR OPERATOR SHALL BE FA-8, CFR, USA

RIGHT HAND BUTT HUNG OFFSET PIVOT

FA-8-CS-3 FULLY AUTOMATIC

APPLICATION:

VERTICAL

FA-8 HEADER

LOCK CYLINDER

HEADER TO BE SIZE OF FRAME OPENING

SECTION

APPRAISAL SIDE

APPLI ED SCREW

AMT. TUNE E/1/2 DEEP

LINE OF 4

1.9/16" MINIMUM

BECEDE

9/16" MINIMUM

OVERHEAD ADOR:

REINFORCEMENT:

O THE RS

ELEVATION OF DOOR

STOP FACE ONLY

STOP PARCE ONLY

DO NOT CUT BOTH SIDES OF DOOR

20" CUTLINE AT TOP OF DOOR ON

NOTE:

1/2" DEEP

1/2" DEEP

SAFETY DETECTION ZONE

ASS NZ. 1.59. 10 STD

ALL ZONES RAIL

CONTRACTIONS & SIGNATURE ARE

DEFINED AS

ACTIVATION ZONE

PL A N

HORIZONTAL SECTION